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THE MICHIGANDER
Official Newsletter of  the Michigan Region of  Phi Theta Kappa

Lisa Green
Lambda Mu Chapter

On Monday, March 
9, just before the 
coronavirus shutdowns 
hit, the Michigan 
Community College 
Association honored 
community college 
students at their annual 
Awards Program and 
Luncheon.
The 2020 Phi Theta 
Kappa All-Michigan 
Academic Team consists 
of  75 students from 
24 schools. Students 

are nominated for this 
team based on their 
academic achievement, 
community service 
involvement 
and leadership 
accomplishment. 
James Elliott, the 2019-
2020 International 
President of  Phi Theta 
Kappa served as the 
keynote speaker. 

(Continued on page 2) 
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As Phi Theta Kappa’s first International 
President that is also a former convict, 
James spoke about his surreal personal 
transformation from felon to scholar. 
Kari Kahler, the Regional Coordinator 
of  the Michigan Region, introduced 
the candidates and conferred the 
awards. “Being recognized as part of  
the All-Michigan Academic Team is an 
achievement that I take pride in,” said 
Tala Al Ahmar, Oakland Community 
College nominee and Treasurer in the 
Alpha Omicron Rho chapter. “I thought 
winning was all that’s important until I met 
a group of  intellectuals who shared my 
passion. Listening to people’s bios, learning 
about their achievements and shaking their 
hands made me feel even more grateful 
to be a part of  the PTK family. I know I 
can’t quit now because I have a community 
that motivates me and offers so much 
encouragement and support.”

All-State team members have the 
opportunity to be named to the All-
USA Academic Team, an exclusive team 
that only includes 20 students from the 
entire country, and comes with a $5000 
scholarship. All-State team members 
may receive scholarships sponsored by 
USA Today and Coca-Cola. This year’s 

All-USA Academic Team nominee and 
scholarship winner from Michigan was 
Steffanie Hills from Schoolcraft College.
“It is only because of  these scholarships 
that I am able to continue my education 
and finish the nursing program,” said 
Steffanie, who has earned a total of  
$12,250 in scholarship money. In addition 
to her nomination to the All-USA 
Academic Team, she was also named the 
New Century Transfer Scholar as the top 
scoring transfer student in Michigan, as 
well as a Guistwhite Scholar.
“Being blessed with the All-Michigan and 
All-USA Academic Teams wasn’t just 
about achieving academic success. As a 
non-traditional parent that returned to 
college, I was told that I would never get 
through the nursing program. Being on 
these teams meant the world to me because 
it gave me validation and encouragement 
that I can do this!”

(Continued on page 3)

“Listening to people’s bios, learning 
about their achievements and 
shaking their hands made me feel 
even more grateful to be a part of the 
PTK family.” - Tala Al Ahmar
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Every All-Michigan Team nominee present 
for the ceremony received their medal from 
Phi Theta Kappa International President 
James Elliott. 
In a heartwarming moment, James, who 
is also a parent and student, beamed with 
delight at Steffanie’s young daughter, 
Audriana, as mother and daughter 
accepted the All-Michigan medal.
“Being able to accept the All-Michigan 
Academic Team medal, while holding my 
little girl on my hip, was a feeling I will 
never forget,” said Steffanie. “It was one of  
the proudest days of  my life.”
Phi Theta Kappa’s All-State recognition 
programs are conducted in thirty-two 
states. 

The All-Michigan Academic Team is 
a division of  the All-USA Community 
College Academic All-American Team 
sponsored annually by Phi Theta Kappa, 
USA Today and the American Association 
of  Community Colleges.
In conclusion, Steffanie says, “The entire 
PTK family has always believed in me 
and shown me support and I just want 
to say thank you to everyone that has 
been a part of  this wonderful experience. 
It is because of  PTK that I am able to 
motivate others to return to college and 
improve their futures too. It was an honor 
to share this accomplishment with other 
amazing student leaders in Michigan, and 
throughout the nation.”
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Alpena Community College
Geyer Balog
Todd “Graham” James Graham
 
Bay College
Marissa Maino
Eli Faymonville

Delta College
Catherine Megan Shuler
Renee Graham

Grand Rapids Community College
Larica Brown
Emma Pachulski
Meghan Adkins
Avery Roper

Henry Ford College
Timothy Prichard
Maitham Khanafer
Holly Pizzini
Ryan Tabale

Jackson Community College
Emily Beaman
Amity Zenz

Kellogg Community College
Abigail Boyer (Coca-Cola Bronze)
Tristen Rivera (New Century Workforce 
Scholar

Kirtland Community College
Nichole Huck
Leah Streifel

Lake Michigan College
Daille Held
Samantha Johnson
Agatha Kayaga

Lansing Community College
Yolanda Crim (Coca-Cola Silver)
Trinity Smith

Macomb Community College
Emmanuel Robinson
Sruthi Thomas
Deborah Boughner

Mid Michigan College
Austin Raymond
Shelby Raymond
Saran Bagayoko

Monroe County Community College
Luke Grieser

Mott Community College
Montana Bishop
Cristian Rodriguez

Muskegon College
Leeanna Harris
Thi Ngoc Phan

2019-2020 All-Michigan Academic Team
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North Central Michigan College
Silas Hoffman
Vinicius Sampaio Bezerra
Northwestern Michigan College
Bailey Lapan
Kelby Vanbrocklin (Coca-Cola Bronze)
Hannah Witte

Oakland Community College
Sarita Baranwal
Bruce Baron
Breanna-Faye Evans
Sage Porter
Genevieve Cabadas (Coca-Cola Bronze)
Marcella Carter
Tala Al Ahmar
Yuliia Lane

Schoolcraft College
Matthew Fular
Steffanie Hills (New Century Transfer 
Scholar, All USA Team, Guistwhite 
Scholar)

Southwestern Michigan College
Danielle Baquero
Anushka Ganu

St. Clair County Community College
Maria Cejmer
Lillian Nelson

Washtenaw Community College
Alison Niendorf
Kari Szalay

Wayne County Community College
Kasem Almuraisi
Shalyce Black
Chinyere Chukwueke
Destinee-Faith Sienkiewicz
Blessing Ijeh
Shantrell Latrice Trammell
Ahmadou Diallo
Joyce Ngela Atungsiri
Amela Kukic
Mohammed Rubel
Tynita Miles
Iesha Woody
Mohammad Mazad
Oluwasegun Adegoke
Olasumbo Ajimoko
Angel Edwards
Kyle James McCaffrey

West Shore Community College
Jocelyn White
Adam Fulton
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On Friday, February 28, members 
of  the Michigan Region of  Phi 
Theta Kappa gathered at Henry 
Ford College to participate in their 
Fleece & Thank You service event. 
Organized by the Alpha Xi Mu 
officer team, around 30 members 
from Wayne County, Oakland AH, 
Oakland RO/SF, Henry Ford, and 
Schoolcraft College collaborated in 
making fleece blankets for the benefit 
of  hospitalized children in the state of  
Michigan. Our members made this 
event a huge success by accomplishing 
our goal of  creating 80 blankets! 

The effort and organization that our 
host chapter put into this event were 
evident to all attendees. We had an 
incredible time meeting new friends, 
reuniting with old, and helping our 
community. I am especially grateful to 
Alpha Xi Mu’s President, Yasmeen 
Berry, and Advisor Dr. Laura Yaekel 
for bringing our region together one 
last time before our virtual regional 
conference. I hope that the success of  
this event encourages more chapters 
to come together through service.

Elena Wong
Alpha Omicron Rho Chapter

Fleece & Thank You Service Event
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Michigan Region
Five-Star Region
Regional Award for 
Excellence – Fellowship

Michigan Region Alumni 
Association (MRAA)
Five-Star Alumni Association
Most Distinguished Alumni Association, 
3rd Runner Up

Alpha Delta Omega Chapter, Glen 
Oaks Community College
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter

Alpha Nu Eta Chapter, Kellogg 
Community College
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter

Alpha Omicron Gamma Chapter, 
Kirtland Community College
REACH Chapter

Alpha Omicron Iota Chapter, Mott 
Community College
REACH Chapter
Distinguished Chapter Officer Team - 
Montana Bishop, Lauren Igram, Travis 
Justice, Melissa Nowak, Corissa Shafer, 
Jordan Taylor, Peyton Tipton

Alpha Omicron Kappa Chapter, 
Oakland Community College, 
Highland Lakes
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter

Alpha Omicron Omicron Chapter, 
Mid Michigan College
Top 100 Chapter
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter
Distinguished Chapter Officer – Austin 
Raymond
Michael Bennett Lifetime Achievement 
Award - Dr. Christine Hammond 

Alpha Omicron Rho Chapter, 
Oakland Community College, 
Auburn Hills
Top 100 Chapter
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter
2020 – 2021 International Vice President 
of  Division III – Elena Wong

2020 Virtual Catalyst Awards Recap
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Alpha Omicron Xi Chapter, Oakland 
Community College, Orchard Ridge
Five-Star Chapter

Alpha Phi Phi Chapter, West Shore 
Community College
REACH Chapter

Alpha Rho Chi Chapter, Gogebic 
Community College
REACH Chapter

Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter, Jackson 
College
Top 100 Chapter
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter
Beta Alpha Continued Excellence Award
Distinguished College Project - Removing 
the Stigma of  Community College 
Education from Local High School 
Perceptions
Distinguished Honors in Action Theme 
Award – Theme 4
Student Voices Matter: Making Big Data’s 
Use Transparent in Higher Education

Alpha Rho Nu Chapter, Kalamazoo 
Valley Community College
REACH Chapter

Alpha Rho Pi Chapter, Northwestern 
Michigan College
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter
Distinguished Chapter Member – Lydia 
Henion

Alpha Upsilon Kappa Chapter, 
Grand Rapids Community College
Five-Star Chapter
Distinguished College Project - Raising 
Awareness on the Impact of  Mental 
Health on Academic Success
Alumni Award of  Appreciation (Division 
III) – Morgan Brown
Paragon Award for New Presidents - Dr. 
Bill Pink
Continued Excellence Award for Advisors - 
Lynnae Selberg
Distinguished Chapter Member - Jesse 
Goulding
Cooke Transfer Scholar Semifinalist – 
Caitlyn Bilkovsky
Cooke Transfer Scholar Semifinalist – 
Lesly Bos
Cooke Transfer Scholar Semifinalist – 
Jacob Foster

Alpha Upsilon Zeta Chapter, Wayne 
County Community College
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter
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Alpha Xi Mu Chapter, Henry Ford 
College
Distinguished Chapter Officer Team - 
Najwa Aboudaye, Rasheda Al-Asbahi, 
Reham Alkohaif, Elissar Asfahani, Ishraaq 
Atkins, Yasmeen Berry, Klinton Capollari, 
Malack Jallad, Amy Manning, Ziyad 
Muflahi, Holly Pizzini, Nour Rahal, Habib 
Serhan, Laya Yousif
Distinguished Chapter Officer – Holly 
Pizzini

Beta Gamma Alpha Chapter, 
Washtenaw Community College
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter
Cooke Transfer Scholar - Ali Kurmasha
Cooke Transfer Scholar Semifinalist – 
David Seaman

Beta Lambda Kappa Chapter, 
Macomb Community College
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter

Beta Xi Xi Chapter, Muskegon 
Community College
Five-Star Chapter

Lambda Mu Chapter, St. Clair 
County Community College
Five-Star Chapter
REACH Chapter

Mu Tau Chapter, Lansing 
Community College
Five-Star Chapter

Omicron Iota Chapter, Schoolcraft 
College
Five-Star Chapter
Distinguished College Project - Reality 
Ready
New Century Transfer Scholar – Steffanie 
Hills
All-USA Academic Team Member – 
Steffanie Hills
Guistwhite Scholar – Steffanie Hills

Sigma Psi Chapter, Southwestern 
Michigan College
REACH Chapter

Tau Omicron Chapter, Monroe 
County Community College
REACH Chapter

Xi Delta Chapter, Delta College
Five-Star Chapter
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Michigan Region
Virtual Catalyst 2020

Congratulations to 

all members of  the 

Michigan Region 

on your success 

and hardwork!

The Michigan Region’s 
first ever Virtual Catalyst 
Business Meeting

Captured by Morgan Brown
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Motivation: What was the motivation for this particular focus area, why was 
it important to the region, and what did the region want to accomplish by 
undertaking this particular project/initiative.
The Michigan Region uses PTK’s four pillars to influence our goals and activities. While 
we value each pillar, we take pride in our unofficial “Fellowship Region” title. We view 
fellowship as creating bonds and building a collaborative network of  servant leaders. 
We noted members’ interest in upholding legacies and traditions, while also building 
inclusivity. Our major initiative was integrating fellowship into the region’s endeavors 
by amplifying our Chapter Officer Regional Encouragement (C.O.R.E.) Program. We 
created more regional activities, and implemented a more welcoming experience for 
newer PTK members/officers.

Objectives: Provide the top 
three to five objectives for the 
project/initiative as it relates 
to the selected focus area.
Our predominant objective was 
prioritizing inclusivity through 
C.O.R.E. Through this program, 
Regional Officers (ROs) are 
assigned seven or eight chapters and charged with promoting regional involvement by 
building focused relationships, through attending inductions, events, and mentorship. 
Our second objective was to create new methods of  social media outreach. Conducting 
regional communication primarily through our Facebook group created barriers for 
some. To expand inclusivity, we sought new platforms to connect chapters, especially 
less active ones. Our third objective was to create a more welcoming experience for 
our annual leadership conference (LOC). Several chapters have administrative and/or 
financial barriers that prevent them from attending international PTK events; forging 
connections at LOC and our Regional Convention are vital for these chapters. Our 
fourth objective was building stronger connections with the Michigan Region Alumni 

2019-2020 Regional Board

Regional Award For Excellence - 
Fellowship
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Association (MRAA). In previous years, there’s been a disconnect between ROs and 
MRAA. To support collaborative fellowship, we wanted to involve MRAA officers in 
decision-making and improve inter-board relationships.

Actions: Describe up to three of  the most important actions completed 
during the 2019 calendar year that relate to this project/initiative in the 
selected focus area.
We incorporated C.O.R.E. into many region activities. Taking inspiration from Honors 
Institute, we added C.O.R.E. meetings at LOC. During these meetings, ROs connected 
with their C.O.R.Es on a personal level, facilitating ice-breaker exercises, allowing 
members from different chapters and regions to get to know each other. The C.O.R.E.s 
competed in group activities, with team membership designated by colored wrist bands. 
The meetings ensured no chapter was prioritized and everyone had equal access to ROs.
At LOC, we rehauled fellowship activities with old traditions and new initiatives, bringing 
back fan favorites like Human Foosball, reviving past traditions like our rock-paper-
scissors tournament as a large group game, and creating a new ice cream social event. 
We continued the recent tradition of  inviting International Officers and other regions to 
LOC, and hosted ROs from eight regions. 
The Michigan Region uses our Facebook Group “Michigan Region of  Phi Theta 
Kappa” for primary communication with members. Knowing that the exclusive use of  
Facebook has been a hurdle, we created the “Michigan Region PTK” Discord server, 
with channels dedicated to announcements, events, HiA, College Project, and Hallmark 
write-ups. There are also channels 
for advisors, alumni, and C.O.R.E 
chapters to connect. This server 
was announced at LOC and 
shared to advisors via email. 

Collaboration: Identify the 
people and/or groups with 
whom the region collaborated and explain how each partnership helped 
accomplish the objectives of  the project/initiative in the selected focus area.
Every initiative conducted was a collaborative effort between ROs, MRAA, and with 
input from the Advisory Board, as well as our Region’s chapters. Whilst planning regional 
events, we invited the MRAA President to our regional Zoom meetings. At LOC, we 
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asked MRAA to facilitate a Welcome Committee to assist attendees. They also hosted a 
night hike with glow sticks and snacks. 
A significant collaborative triumph included many chapters who extended online 
invitations to their chapter activities and created region-wide events. Most notable was 
Mid Michigan College’s annual Deadwood Grove haunted maze fundraiser, which 
became a regional event this year. Through online connections, they worked with MRAA 
and other chapters, who helped organize, set up, and scare people. We plan to continue 
this regional tradition.

Outcomes: Outcomes of  your region’s project/initiative, including the 
lessons learned by your region and those involved in the project/initiative in 
the selected focus area. 
This year we broke a LOC record, with 147 attendees, increasing attendance by 
20%, which included Regional Officers from: Alabama, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Ohio, 
Wisconsin, Oklahoma, and Kansas/Nebraska. Additionally, participants enjoyed the 
C.O.R.E. meetings so much, we’ve been asked to conduct more C.O.R.E. meetings at 
the upcoming Regional Conference. 
Acknowledging numerous chapters are unable to attend regional events, we encouraged 
chapters to connect using Facebook, Discord, and Zoom. On our newly-formed Regional 
Discord, a total of  943 messages have been sent since September 2019. Discord has been 
so helpful with collaboration that the Regional Board, as well as multiple chapters, have 
adopted it as their primary platform to communicate. 
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The Michigan Region’s Regional Conference is just around the corner! 
To get you pumped for the virtual Regional Officer elections, the current 2019-2020 
Regional Board answered some questions about their experience!

Elena Wong 
President

How did you feel at the Regional Convention 
running for regional office?
 I was EXTREMELY excited to be running for 
RO! Although preparing for my campaign was a bit 
stressful, seeing everything come together at Glen 
Oaks and meeting our members reassured me that 
serving the region was for me. Meeting all the other 
candidates and engaging with last year’s team was 
incredible. 

Was serving as a regional officer what you expected or not?
Serving as an RO was a lot harder than I had expected it to be. The work that Max, 
Hannah, Lisa, Julian, and I have put in for the region this past year was a labor of  
love! Our team was always looking for ways to improve our members’ PTK experience 
and that took a lot of  time and effort. In the end, it was all worth it to see you all enjoy 
yourselves at our events and create wonderful memories! 

How has it felt to be a role model and leader for the region’s members?
I like to think that the members from our region can count on me to support them and 
encourage them as a friend, more-so than a leader or role-model. Helping different 
chapters collaborate with one another and grow together has been very fulfilling.

2019-2020 Regional Officer Team’s 
Advice to Future Candidates
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What skills have you developed through being an RO?
As a Regional Officer, I have learned how to handle responsibilities appropriately and 
present myself  professionally. Before being an RO, I struggled with my self-confidence as 
a leader and as an adult. This experience has helped me learn how to have productive 
arguments, say “no”, and become more open-minded about other’s work-style. 

What other collegiate or career benefits has serving as a regional officer 
given you?
Being the Regional President has allowed me to lead large meetings and polish my public 
speaking skills. From presenting a session at the Lansing Center to leading our leadership 
conference, being an RO has given me unique professional development opportunities 
that I wouldn’t have obtained otherwise. It is also an incredible resume builder! Thanks 
to being an RO I obtained a paid internship with a national political party. 

What would you like to see the 2020-2021 regional board accomplish?
I hope that the next team continues supporting our renovated CORE program and that 
they encourage solidarity, service, and collaboration amongst chapters. I would love for 
more chapters to create their own regional events as well! 

What does the ideal regional officer candidate look like to you?
In my opinion, the ideal regional officer candidate is an active member of  our society 
who is hard-working, honest, and passionate about helping others. Not only will the 
candidates be representing themselves and their college, but they will represent our 
organization. Being polite and professional is also a must! I hope that the upcoming 
regional officers are excited to work for the benefit of  our members and the future of  our 
region. 

What is your campaign advice to anyone that wants to run?
My advice for our candidates is to be themselves and be approachable! Show your 
personality and what makes you unique. You will be representing our state in front 
of  PTK and our members, don’t be scared to show us why you will make a change in 
our community. Being approachable is very important. Ultimately, Regional Officers 
want chapters to have fun and participate in society programs, being approachable and 
friendly is a great way to be encouraging!
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Maxwell Olmstead
Vice-President

How did you feel at the Regional Convention 
running for regional office?
Nervous and overall overwhelmed. About a month 
or so before regionals I found myself  deciding 
whether or not I wanted to run for regional office. 
After I decided I wanted to run, I took haste to 
prepare as best I could. Before the event, I found 
out I was the only one running for the Vice 
President position. I felt relieved. However, I still 
prepared a speech and my campaign booth because 
I still had a race to win. But I can’t recommend waiting until the last minute to set up a 
booth or write the speech!

Was serving as a regional officer what you expected or not?
Honestly, no. I didn’t know what to expect. This is mainly due to the fact I was unaware 
of  what went on at the regional level before I was elected. That’s why I decided to run, 
though!

How has it felt to be a role model and leader for the region’s members?
It was fantastic! I’ve enjoyed being a role model. But I believe good leadership starts 
where you are, not when you get somewhere. I, for example, was able to take my 
knowledge as a leader in Boy Scouts and apply it to PTK. I’ve always kept in mind that 
somebody somewhere is probably watching. At the very least, being a role model has 
taught me to live with humility and integrity. I am an older brother after all!

What skills have you developed through being an RO?
The big player here is conflict resolution. I have learned, although quite later on, that 
speaking your mind and being a good listener is what it takes to solve conflict. Leave the 
rest of  the crap on the porch. It works! Besides that, I have become a better speaker and 
interacter.
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What other collegiate or career benefits has serving as a regional officer 
given you?
Serving as an RO has allowed me to not pass up other opportunities. I learned that in 
order to succeed, you’ve got to believe in yourself. In essence, entrusting myself  with 
the responsibility of  an RO has given me a different perspective on making informed 
decisions in all other areas of  life.

What would you like to see the 2020-2021 regional board accomplish?
I’d like them to accomplish forming a tight bond. Drama and backdoor communication 
only slow a team down. I want to see them all smile!

What does the ideal regional officer candidate look like to you?
There is no appearance that fits the bill, per se. Just brush your teeth, because we will see 
them when you smile!

What is your campaign advice to anyone that wants to run?
My best advice to anyone who is thinking about running is to be you, practice, relax, 
and be prepared! Don’t wait until the last minute to write your speech and to set up your 
booth. Trust me, don’t do it! Ultimately, make sure that it is something that YOU want to 
do. Truly, it’s a selfless experience.

Hannah Witte
Secretary/Treasurer

How did you feel at the Regional Convention 
running for regional office? 
I was super nervous, and being that it was my first 
ever Regional Convention, I had no idea what to 
expect! It was also my first time properly meeting 
most of  the Region, and I was very intimidated. 
Everyone there, whether a candidate, advisor, 
alumni, or soon to be PRO, were so welcoming and 
supportive, giving me the confidence to be myself  
during my campaign and have fun.
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Was serving as a regional officer what you expected or not? 
Becoming a RO, I didn’t really have many expectations, which was both helpful and 
challenging at times. I was never exposed to cautionary tales from PRO’s that might 
make me apprehensive, but that also inhibited me from learning from the past. 

How has it felt to be a role model and leader for the region’s members? 
My goal as an RO isn’t to necessarily be a role model or a leader, but to be a 
representative for the Michigan Region. The opportunity to promote the amazing work 
and achievements of  our Region, chapters, and members has been my greatest reward 
and motivation. At the end of  the day, I just want to do what’s best for our Region and 
make you proud.

What skills have you developed through being an RO? 
Being the Secretary/Treasurer, I developed more leadership skills than I anticipated 
being in this position. When you’re a part of  a team of  leaders, you have to learn how 
to properly communicate, listen, and understand when it’s time to step up and when 
it’s time to take a step back. Practicing these skills have in turn helped me develop my 
confidence.

What other collegiate or career benefits has serving as a regional officer 
given you? 
The process of  becoming and being an RO has definitely taught me how to properly 
market myself. Aside from all of  the scholarship benefits, and opportunities to build my 
portfolio, it’s given me the moxie to be in a room filled with powerful people and feel able 
to hold my own.

What would you like to see the 2020-2021 regional board accomplish? 
Listen, learn and collaborate! Listen to the needs and experiences of  members. 
Learn from my team’s mistakes, ask us questions, and keep thinking outside the box. 
Collaborate as much as you can with chapters, as well as advisors, alumni, and PRO’s 
who know PTK and the region like the back of  their hand. 

What does the ideal regional officer candidate look like to you? 
To me, the ideal candidate is someone who above else wants to see their fellow students 
succeed. Someone who understands the purpose of  PTK, and wants to express their 
gratitude through service by paving the way for others. 
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What is your campaign advice to anyone that wants to run?
Don’t overthink it. We’re all here to support you, so allow your personality and passion to 
come through. Fully understanding why you are running and what inspires you is much 
more important than having a flashy campaign or answering questions perfectly. 

Lisa Green
Public Relations/Historian

How did you feel at the Regional Convention 
running for regional office?
Nerve-wracked! I didn’t sleep, I had so much anxiety 
knowing I might lose and I had intense fears of  
people not liking me. There were plenty of  times I 
felt insecure about my accomplishments, and I got 
really teary and emotional about it Saturday night. 
But the feeling of  winning and accepting my office
 in front of  the entire region was so worth it.

Was serving as a regional officer what you 
expected or not? 
It was a lot more work than I expected! Balancing 
the rest of  my life with my regional officer duties has never been easy! You never know 
what team you’re going to get, and in both teams I served on, I had to adapt a lot. That 
pushed me out of  my comfort zone a lot more than I was expecting, but I benefited from 
it in the long run.

How has it felt to be a role model and leader for the region’s members?
Arduous, but incredibly humbling. It’s hard being in the spotlight sometimes and the fact 
that not everyone agrees with me or likes me can be hard to deal with. But I love how this 
office gives me the chance to connect to so many people, hear their stories, and tell them 
they matter. Being the voice of  so many smart and virtuous people is not a responsibility 
I take lightly.
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What skills have you developed through being an RO?
Social media and online presence, which eventually led to me learning about SEO 
marketing. Before serving, I was terrified of  cameras and had horrible social anxiety. I 
have developed my public speaking, conversation skills, and performance skills immensely 
and now have no problem going in front of  an audience or a camera or talking to people 
I don’t know. I’ve also gotten a lot better at making decisions and contributing ideas and 
input as part of  a team.

What other collegiate or career benefits has serving as a regional officer 
given you?
I was able to include a number of  my accomplishments as a regional officer as experience 
on my CV and mention them in job interviews. I was also able to apply these experiences 
on scholarships applications at my transfer schools that nabbed me thousands of  dollars. 
Through my workshop presentations and hallmark writing experiences, I was better 
prepared to present undergraduate research at the university level.

What would you like to see the 2020-2021 regional board accomplish?
Continuing the growth of  a culture of  inclusion and diversity is most important. I’d also 
love to see the next team expand the support and available resources for chapters. We 
have a leadership toolkit that could use some contributions. Most of  all though, I want to 
see them bring new ideas to the region that I never would have thought of !

What does the ideal regional officer candidate look like to you?
Someone that loves the Michigan Region and empathizes with the struggles of  
community college students. They will value honesty, inclusivity, integrity, and servant 
leadership.

What is your campaign advice to anyone that wants to run?
Take advice from our guest speaker at LOC, Jen Strauss, and learn your story. Envision 
yourself  as the hero of  your own story and focus on how you overcame the conflict and 
challenges in your path to become a better person and great candidate now. You don’t 
need to be perfect – everyone loves a relatable character with flaws, and overcoming 
adversity, no matter how small, makes for a great story.
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2020 Virtual 
Regional Conference

Friday, May 15th

Registration for the Michigan Region’s First Ever 
Virtual Regional Conference is open until May 8th!

https://form.jotform.com/200486815039154
Register here!

https://form.jotform.com/200486815039154

